FUTURE TOPICS & SKILLS ACTIVITIES

Design St Andrews
CONNECT, EXCHANGE, INSPIRE
• Graphic Design
• Visualization
• Data physicalization
• Experience
• User Engagement
• Co-Design
• Evaluation
• Drawing & Sketching

• Cultural Heritage (artifacts)
• Diversity
• Teaching Design
• Research Design/Design Research
• Why Design?
skills present in our community

- Graphic design & illustration
- 3D printing
- Signage/Behavioural Information Design
- Computer Aided Design (CAD)
- Front & Back-end software development
- Feedback Campaign Design
- Focus Group Facilitation
- Psychology
SKILLS

• Design process
  – Processes other people use to solve design problems
  – Techniques on learning about the problem domain

• Evaluation
  – End-user questionnaires and how to do them

• Teaching
  – How to teach design

• Open source design projects & activities
hands-on workshops

- Co-Design: Harness diverse talents
- “Rubber ducking”/design critiques/
- Graphic design skills sessions
- Design critique analysis breakdown
- Facilitation for co-design process
- How to teach design
- Tools on codifying design process
talks

- Showcase of people’s works & approaches
- “How I made this” - talks
design critiques & design sprints

- Topic discussions/design sprints
  - Sustainability issues
  - Wellbeing
  - ...
- Work-in-progress design critiques
- Design clinic

- CAREER EVENTS
  - Design career paths for students
other activities

• Networking events
  – Who-is-who in Design St Andrews
  – “Speed dating”
  – Beer & Pizza

• Student-led activities

• Career events
  – Design career paths for students
FUTURE

Want
Tools for codifying design process?

Want
Email list for sourcing help - e.g., does anyone know a graphic designer?

Want
Design skill directory @ USTA

(Future)

End
Isolation

Cent.) Hub to discover other projects

Mailing list

Connections
FUTURE

- Artist residencies
- Collaborative funding proposals
- Joined events with DJCAD
- Co-teaching
- Designing modules together
- Creating a shared space
- Creating a central hub to
  - Design skill directory
  - Finding help on different topics
  - Post jobs
  - Discover interesting projects in St Andrews
Want to run a session?
Give a talk?
Run a workshop?
Get feedback on design/research ideas discussed?
Get involved !!!

Design St Andrews
CONNECT, EXCHANGE, INSPIRE
design@st-andrews.ac.uk